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Comparison of aortic pulse wave velocity measured by three
techniques: Complior, SphygmoCor and Arteriograph
Marek W. Rajzer, Wiktoria Wojciechowska, Marek Klocek, Ilona Palka,
Małgorzata Brzozowska-Kiszka and Kalina Kawecka-Jaszcz
Background New 2007 European Society of Hypertension
guidelines recommend measuring arterial stiffness in
patients with arterial hypertension, suggesting a
carotid–femoral pulse wave velocity over 12 m/s as an
estimate of subclinical organ damage. Considering this
cutoff point, it is worth exploring whether or not there are
significant differences in results obtained using various
techniques for measuring aortic pulse wave velocity. The
aim of the study was to compare aortic pulse wave velocity
measurements using Complior, SphygmoCor, and
Arteriograph devices, and to assess the effect of pulse wave
transit time and traveled distance on pulse wave velocity
values.
Methods Aortic pulse wave velocity was measured on a
single visit, using these devices, in randomized order, in a
group of 64 patients with grade 1 or 2 arterial hypertension.
Results Aortic pulse wave velocity measured using
Complior (10.1 W 1.7 m/s) was significantly higher than that
obtained using SphygmoCor (8.1 W 1.1 m/s) or Arteriograph
(8.6 W 1.3 m/s). No differences were noted between pulse
wave velocity measurements using SphygmoCor and
Arteriograph. Between-method comparison revealed that
differences in traveled distance were significant: Complior
versus Arteriograph [0.09 m, Confidence interval (CI):
0.08–0.12 m, P < 0.05], Complior versus SphygmoCor
(0.15 m, CI: 0.13–0.16 m, P < 0.05), Arteriograph versus

Introduction
Over the last years, measurement of large artery stiffness
as a factor determining development of cardiovascular
complications has become one of the most important
issues in patients with arterial hypertension and other
cardiovascular diseases. The ‘Expert consensus document on arterial stiffness’ [1] considers carotid–femoral
(aortic) pulse wave velocity (PWV) as the gold standard
for measurement of arterial stiffness.
New guidelines of the European Society of Hypertension
(ESH) and European Society of Cardiology (ESC)-‘2007
Guidelines for the Management of Arterial Hypertension’ [2] not only recommend measurements of arterial
stiffness in patients with arterial hypertension, but also a
threshold of carotid–femoral PWV greater than 12 m/s
has been suggested as an estimate of subclinical organ
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SphygmoCor (0.05 m, CI: 0.03–0.07 m, P < 0.05).
No between-method differences were found for transit
times.
Conclusion Differences in pulse wave velocity obtained by
compared devices resulted primarily from using various
methods for measuring traveled distance. It appears
reasonable to establish uniform principles for the
measurement of traveled distance. Because a large number
of prognosis/survival studies used direct distance between
carotid and femoral sites of pulse wave recording, this
distance should be mostly recommended. J Hypertens
26:2001–2007 Q 2008 Wolters Kluwer Health | Lippincott
Williams & Wilkins.
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damage. Interest in measuring carotid–femoral PWV in
patients with arterial hypertension is expected to grow
in line with increasing availability of new measuring
devices.
Currently available devices differ significantly with
respect to measuring pulse transit time (TT). Each
manufacturer recommends a device-specific arbitrary
estimation of the distance traveled by the pulse wave
(i.e., an indirect estimation of the distance on body
surfaces). This distance (D) is another factor in the
equation for calculating PWV (i.e., PWV ¼ D/TT).
If carotid–femoral PWV is greater than 12 m/s it is to be
considered the cutoff point for arterial stiffness and,
consequently, used to stratify risk and prognosis, the
question arises whether significant differences exist in
DOI:10.1097/HJH.0b013e32830a4a25
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the results obtained by the devices currently used to
measure aortic PWV. Our institution has extensive
experience in measuring carotid–femoral PWV using
Complior and SphygmoCor, the most frequently used
devices in PWV studies [3–8]. Arteriograph represents
a slightly different approach for calculating aortic
PWV [9].
The aim of this study was to compare aortic PWV
measurements using Complior, SphygmoCor, and Arteriograph devices, and to assess the effect of pulse wave
transit time and traveled distance on PWV values.

Material and methods
Carotid–femoral PWV was measured in a group of
64 patients (39 men and 25 women) with grade 1 or 2
arterial hypertension, diagnosed according to ESC/ESH
guidelines [2]. Three devices, namely Complior, SphygmoCor and Arteriograph were used for aortic PWV
measurement, at the same visit, in a random order,
according to standards described in 2007 ESH/ESC
guidelines [2]. Before calculating PWV, blood pressure
(BP) and heart rate were measured three times, at 2 min
intervals, on the nondominant arm, using an automatic
oscillometric device (Omron Matsusaka Co., Ltd., Japan.
EU Representative: Omron HEALTHCARE Europe
B.V., The Netherlands M5-I) [10]. The mean value from
these three measurements was used for further analysis.
The study protocol was approved by the local ethics
committee and informed consent was obtained from each
study participant. Carotid–femoral PWV was measured
using Complior (Colson, Garges les Genosse, France.
Software version 2.1) according to Asmar et al. [11].
Complior has two TY-306 pressure transducers (Fukuda
Denshi Co., Ltd.,Tokyo, Japan) for simultaneous recording of carotid and femoral pulse waves. When the
operator observed a pulse waveform of sufficient quality,
digitization was suspended and calculation of the time
delay between the two pressure waveforms was initiated.
On the computer display, two vertical lines indicate the
positions of the maximal rate of change of the pressure
waveforms. The delay between the two pulse waves in
this device is determined by performing a correlation
between the data of the two waveforms. Hence, waveform data are transferred into the correlation array from a
point 100 ms before the first line position and up to 50 ms
after the second line. This ensures that the correlation is
performed on the initial rise of the pulse until just after
the true pulse peak. The correlation algorithm is then
performed, the distal pressure upstroke is time-shifted
by subtracting one sample period, and the correlation
coefficient is again calculated. The correlated waveforms
are then displayed in their shifted positions, and the
calculated pulse delay (transit time) is printed. PWV is
then calculated using measurements of transit time and
distance traveled by the pulse wave, between the two
recording sites (i.e., Dd/Dt).

As recommended by the manufacturer and similar to
other investigations, distance traveled by the pulse
wave was measured between two recording sites (i.e.,
carotid and femoral arteries) directly on the body surface
[3–5].
SphygmoCor (AtCor Medical, Sydney, Australia. Model
MM3. Software version 7.01 S) uses one tonometric
Millar transducer. SphygmoCor offers the possibility of
carotid–femoral PWV measurements in two steps. The
first step is used to simultaneously record carotid pulse
wave and ECG, the second step is the recording of
femoral pulse wave and ECG. ECG recording during
measurements is necessary for synchronization of carotid
and femoral pulse wave times. Transit time between
carotid and femoral pressure waves was calculated using
the foot-to-foot method. Wave ‘foots’ are identified using
intersecting tangent algorithms. Thus, using this method,
PWV is calculated from measurements of pulse transit
time and distance traveled by the pulse wave. However,
distance traveled by the pulse wave is sometimes calculated differently when using SphygmoCor to measure
carotid–femoral PWV. The most frequently used method
involves measuring two distances on the body surface,
that is, from sternal notch to the femoral location and
from sternal notch to the carotid location of respective
pulse wave recording. On entering data into the computer, traveled distance is calculated automatically as
the difference between the two distances, that is, femoral
location-sternal notch minus sternal notch-carotid
location. In the present study, similar to most other
studies measuring aortic (carotid–femoral) PWV using
SphygmoCor, this latter method was used to calculate
traveled distance [7,12–14].
For distance measurement in Complior and SphygmoCor
methods we used the same scale calibrated in centimeters. Characteristic points of carotid and femoral pulse
wave registration (the same for each method) and point of
sternal notch were marked by a permanent marker. Each
between-points distance was measured two times. Mean
values were used for further calculations.
Arteriograph (TensioMed, Budapest, Hungary. Software
Arterioraph for Windows 2000) does not measure propagation time from carotid–femoral waveform recordings or
the distance between carotid and femoral arterial recording sites. The main principle of PWV estimation behind
the Arteriograph device is to record oscillations detected
on the upper-arm cuff by a special high fidelity sensor.
Measurements are performed when cuff pressure
exceeds systolic BP by 35–40 mmHg, with a completely
occluded brachial artery [15]. This measurement is based
on the fact that during systole, blood volume ejected into
the aorta generates a pulse wave, the so-called ‘early
systolic peak’. As this pulse wave runs down, it reflects
from the bifurcation of the aorta, creating a second wave,
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Statistical analysis

SAS 8.1 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, North Carolina, USA)
and Statistical 8.0 (StatSoft Inc. Tulsa, Oklahoma, USA)
were used for database management and statistical
analysis. Central tendency and data spread are reported
as the mean  SD. Between-method comparison was
performed using analysis of variance (ANOVA). In
post-hoc analysis, means were compared by Tukey’s
multiple test. Pearson’s correlations and Bland–Altman
testing were also included in the panel of statistical
methods for comparison of pulse wave velocity across
the three techniques.

Results
Table 1 summarizes the clinical characteristics of the
study group. Aortic PWV measured using Complior was
significantly higher than that obtained using SphygmoCor or Arteriograph. PWV measured using SphygmoCor
and Arteriograph did not differ (Fig. 1 and Table 2).
According to the basic formula, PWV depends on wave
transit time (TT) and traveled distance (D), that is,
Table 1

Clinical characteristics of the study group (n U 64)

Variable
Age (years)
Weight (kg)
Height (cm)
BMI (kg/m2)
Duration of hypertension (years)
Smoking (patients)
Heart rate (bpm)
SBP (mm Hg)
DBP (mmHg)
Biochemical data
Na (mmol/l)
K (mmol/l)
Creatinine (mmol/l)
Total cholesterol (mmol/l)
Triglycerides (mmol/l)
HDL (mmol/l)
LDL (mmol/l)

Mean or number of patients

SD or %

54.6
81.4
169.8
28.3
12.5
15
64.0
148.5
89.6

13.6
16.5
10.4
4.7
7.8
23.0
9.7
23.7
12.9

140.1
4.32
69.6
5.3
1.16
1.35
2.77

3.1
0.4
15.08
0.81
0.62
0.4
0.77

HDL, high-density lipoprotein; LDL, low-density lipoprotein.

13

PWW (m/s)

12
11
10
9
8
Mean
Mean (0.95 CI)
Mean (SD)

7
6
Complior

SphygmoCor

Arteriograph

90
85

Transit time (s)

Return time (S35) is calculated as the difference in
milliseconds between the first and the reflected systolic
wave, when cuff pressure is 35 mmHg over systolic BP.
Aortic PWV (PWV S35) is calculated from (return time
S35) as pulse transit time and the distance traveled by the
pulse wave. The manufacturer’s recommended technique, used in this study, is based on measuring the
distance between the jugulum (sternal notch) and the
symphsis pubica (pubic symphysis), two characteristic
anatomical points. These points were marked by a permanent marker. Between-points distance was measured
twice on the body surface using the same calibrated scale
as used for Complior and SphygmoCor distance measurements. Mean value was used in further calculations.

Fig. 1

80
75
70
65
60
Mean
Mean (0.95 CI)
Mean (SD)

55
50
Complior

SphygmoCor

Arteriograph

0.72

Traveled distance (m)

the ‘late systolic peak’. It is recommended to refer to this
method when measuring ‘aortic PWV’.

0.66
0.60
0.54
0.48

Mean
Mean (0.95 CI)
Mean (SD)

0.42
Complior

SphygmoCor

Arteriograph

Comparison of pulse wave velocity, transit time and traveled distance
obtained using three devices: Complior, SphygmoCor and Arteriograph
by analysis of variance. ANOVA: P < 0.001 for PWV; P ¼ 0.72 for
transit time; P < 0.001 for traveled distance. CI, confidence interval.

PWV ¼ D/TT. Between-method comparison of these
two variables – the main determinants of PWV – in
ANOVA revealed that differences in traveled distance,
but not in transit time, were statistically significant
(Fig. 1).
The highest D mean for wave traveled distance was
observed when comparing Complior and SphygmoCor
(0.15 m). However, in post-hoc testing, all differences in
traveled distance were significant (Table 2). Strong
positive correlations were observed for PWV values
measured using each pair of devices (Fig. 2).
Bland–Altman analysis performed in the same manner
confirmed the acceptable accuracy (differences below
double standard deviation) of PWV measurements for
all devices, under the assumption that mean difference in
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Post-hoc analyses for pulse wave velocity and traveled
distance differences

Table 2

PWV (m/s)
Complior–Arteriograph
Complior–SphygmoCor
Arteriograph–SphygmoCor
Distance (m)
Complior–Arteriograph
Complior–SphygmoCor
Arteriograph–SphygmoCor

D mean

CI

P (Tukey

test)

1.55
2.01
0.46

0.80–2.29
1.27–2.76
0.34–1.27

<0.05
<0.05
NS

0.09
0.15
0.05

0.08–0.12
0.13–0.16
0.03–0.07

<0.05
<0.05
<0.05

CI, confidence interval; PWV, pulse wave velocity.

PWV between Complior and SphygmoCor method is
1.4 m/s, as well as between Complior and Arteriograph
is 1.1 m/s (Fig. 2).

Discussion
Comparison of two methods to measure the traveled
distance by the pulse wave

The main finding of our study is the significant difference
in aortic pulse wave velocity measured by three commercially available devices. Two of them (Complior and
SphygmoCor) are well known and widely used in clinical
practice, applying registration of carotid and femoral
pulse waves for calculating transit time. Complior records
both waves simultaneously, whereas SphygmoCor records
consecutively using ECG-gating. Variation in transit
time obtained using the SphygmoCor may be determined
by changes in heart rate between the two recordings.
Moreover, transit time acquisition in the SphygmoCor
device based on the foot-to-foot method may cause the
difference with the Complior implementing correlation
method [11].
Millasseau et al. [16], when comparing carotid–femoral
PWV and transit time obtained using Complior and SphygmoCor devices, found that SphygmoCor and Complior
devices do significantly differ with respect to transit time,
in which shorter times were obtained using SphygmoCor
compared with Complior. The difference in transit time
with the Complior and transit time with the SphygmoCor
detected by Millasseau et al. was 5.9 ms, SD ¼ 5.5 ms with
the absolute value of transit time approximating 65 ms (the
last values are similar to our study). Because in above
mentioned study authors used the same traveled distance
for both SphygmoCor and Complior devices in carotid–
femoral PWV calculation (total distance between the
carotid and femoral sites of pulse registration) PWV
measured by SphygmoCor was higher than measured by
Complior. Our results did not reveal a significant difference in transit time between the Sphygmocor and Complior methods in contrast with a significant difference in
traveled distance and subsequently in carotid–femoral
PWV. In our study, we measured traveled distance precisely according to the manufacturer recommendations:
total distance between the carotid and femoral sites of

measurement for Complior and total distance between
carotid and femoral pulse recording sites minus the distance from the carotid location to the sternal notch
for SphygmoCor. As a consequence, distance in the
SphygmoCor technique was shorter than in the Complior
method and pulse wave velocity obtained by Complior was
higher than those calculated by SphygmoCor.
The ‘Expert consensus document on arterial stiffness’ [1]
describes three methods for measuring traveled distance:
using the total distance between the carotid and femoral
sites of measurement, subtracting the distance from the
carotid location to the sternal notch from the total distance, or subtracting the distance from the carotid
location to the sternal notch from the distance between
the sternal notch and the femoral site of measurement.
This document identified many problems regarding
traveled distance measurement on body surface, such
as abdominal obesity, large bust in women, peripheral
artery disease. Very important in the context of betweenmethod comparison is the sentence: ‘The shorter the
distance between two recording sites, the greater the
absolute error in determining transit time’. In our study
we overcome this problem by using the same recording
sites for Complior and SphygmoCor methods.
Two other methodological aspects of traveled distance
measurement should be underlined. First, for subtracting
the distance from the carotid location to the sternal notch
from the total distance, one should measure two distances, which doubles the chance of observer error.
Second, even if transit times for Complior and SphygmoCor are not different, as in our study, the shorter
traveled distance for SphygmoCor may increase absolute
error in calculated PWV.
In the literature including the information about aortic
PWV measurement, other methods of traveled distance
calculation are used: based on measurements from the
sternal notch to the femoral site [17], from the sternal
notch to the aortic bifurcation, localized by Doppler
probes on the body surface [18]. Besides using manufacturers recommendations with accuracy in measurement
of distance in Complior and SphygmoCor technique, one
should remember that implemented distances are only
approximations of the real distance traveled by the pulse
wave in the aorta.
References quoted in the 2007 ESH/ESC guidelines,
regarding carotid–femoral PWV greater than 12 m/s as
the threshold for subclinical organ damage, were studies
which assessed the total distance between carotid and
femoral measurement sites, irrespective of the technique
for pulse wave recording (Doppler probe, mechanotransducers) [3–5,19]. Carotid–femoral PWV greater than
12 m/s as a prognostic factor was first referred to by
Blacher et al. [20] in patients with renal failure. The
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Fig. 2
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Relationships of aortic pulse wave velocities obtained using three devices: Complior, SphygmoCor and Arteriograph. Analyses of regression,
correlations and Bland–Altman plots for comparison pairs. MSE, mean standard error; PWV, pulse wave velocity.

investigators measured the total distance between the
carotid and femoral sites on body surface. Doppler probes
were used for recording of the carotid and femoral pulse
waveforms. In another study from the same institution –

using the Complior device – the PWV exceeded 12 m/s in
patients with diabetes mellitus or renal failure as compared with healthy controls in whom the mean carotid–
femoral PWV was below 12 m/s [21].
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Again, using the Complior to measure carotid–femoral
PWV and calculate traveled distance between carotid and
femoral sites directly on body surface, a relationship was
found between PWV greater than 13 m/s and reduced
survival in patients with arterial hypertension [22].
Most prognosis/survival studies apply direct, point-topoint measurement of the total distance between carotid
and femoral sites to calculate carotid–femoral (aortic)
PWV. It is also the only method used to measure traveled
distance using the Complior device [3–5,11,22].
There are several ways of calculating traveled distance,
when using the SphygmoCor device, namely as the total
distance between the carotid and femoral sites of pulse
wave recording [8]. Most frequently, this includes subtracting the carotid location-sternal notch distance from
the sternal notch-femoral site distance [7,12,13] or sometimes the distance from the sternal notch-femoral site of
pulse measurement [17]. Some investigators using
SphygmoCor do not provide any information on the
technique used for measuring distance traveled, as if it
yielded an insignificant impact on PWV values obtained
using this device [23].
Comparison between three methods to measure pulse
wave velocity

Arteriograph, newly developed device for measuring
aortic pulse wave velocity, calculates transit time based
on brachial pulse oscillations, without pulse wave registration on the carotid and femoral artery. In fact, the half
of return time S35 is an equivalent of the pulse wave
transit time when calculated by Complior and SphygmoCor method [15].
Our results confirm that the half of return time S35 and
transit time measured by Complior as well as transit time
measured by SphygmoCor are not significantly different.
Tensiomed Company recommends – for Arteriograph in
PWV calculation – measurement of the distance between
sternal notch (jugulum) and pubic symphysis. This distance once again is only the approximation of the real
distance traveled by the pulse wave in aorta. The Arteriograph technique, like Complior and SphygmoCor
devices, is based on the same simple equation for calculation of PWV as a ratio of traveled distance and transit
time. The similarity of approaches implemented in these
devices permits the between-method comparisons.
In our study, distances measured in the three compared
methods were significantly different: the longest was
the distance used by Complior method, the shortest used
by SphygmoCor. The biggest was the difference between
the distances measured from Complior and SphygmoCor
(Dmean ¼ 0.15 m), but significant differences were
observed between distances measured from Complior
and Arteriograph (Dmean ¼ 0.09 m), as well as from

SphygmoCor and Arteriograph (Dmean ¼ 0.05 m) devices.
Probably due to this slight difference (Dmean ¼ 0.05 m) in
traveled distance and lack of difference in transit times
obtained by SphygmoCor and Arteriograph, the last pair of
devices did not differ in estimated aortic PWV, in our study
as well as in the study by Magometschnigg [9].
In the present study, PWV values obtained with the
Complior device were significantly higher as compared
with those obtained with SphygmoCor and Arteriograph.
This PWV differences could be attributed to differences
in arbitrarily selected traveled distance and not transit
time.
Our study does not indicate which of the three methods for
measuring PWV is more correct. A comparison with a
definitive method would be ideal, but there is no consensus as to what constitutes the definitive method. In our
opinion, if aortic PWV is expected to be a reliable tool for
determining arterial stiffness it is necessary to establish
uniform principles of calculating traveled distance.
Because a large number of prognosis/survival studies
use direct distance between carotid and femoral sites of
pulse wave recording for PWV calculation, this distance
should be mostly recommended. Until there is no equivocal recommendation, three different cutoff points for
determining arterial stiffness, as a subclinical organ
damage, should be considered. According to our results
in the Bland–Altman analysis, taking into account assumption that cutoff point for Complior is 12.0 m/s, the cutoff
points for SphygmoCor and Arteriograph should be 12–
1.4 ¼ 10.6 m/s and 12–1.1 ¼ 10.9 m/s, respectively.
Conclusion

(1) Values of aortic PWV obtained using Complior are
significantly higher than those obtained using the
other two devices.
(2) Complior, SphygmoCor and Arteriograph do not
differ significantly in calculating transit time.
(3) Differences in pulse wave velocity obtained using the
three devices are attributable to differences in
calculating traveled distance.
(4) It appears reasonable to establish uniform principles
for measuring traveled distance in further recommendations.
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